
 

 

 
 

Sample Exam for Applicant judges 

 
Multiple-choice questions.  Circle one letter to indicate the answer which best completes the statements. 
 
1)    Optional western equipment: 
a)        Hobbles attached to the saddle 
b)       Wire chin straps 
c)        Jerk lines for roping 
d)       All of the above 
 
2)    Prohibited English equipment 
a)        Draw reins 
b)       Slip on spurs 
c)        Rowelled spurs 
d)       All of the above 
 
3)    In reining the following will result in a reduction of five points: 
a)        Break of gait 
b)       Freeze up in spins or rollbacks 
c)        Spurring in front of cinch 
d)       All of the above 
 
4)    One-point penalties in working cow horse: 
a)        Loss of working advantage 
b)       Biting or striking the cow 
c)        Exhausting or overworking the cow before circling 
d)       All of the above 
 
5)    Unacceptable obstacles in trail: 
a)        Tires      
b)       Animals 
c)        Rocking or moving bridges 
d)       All of the above 
 
6)    In reining, which of the following will result in a ½ point penalty? 
a)        Delayed change of lead by one stride 
b)       Failure to remain a minimum of 20 feet from the wall or fence when approaching a stop and/or rollback     
c)        Over or under spinning up to 1/8 of a turn 
d)       All of the above 
 
7)    Prohibited western equipment. 
a)        Wire chin straps, regardless of padding 
b)       Tapaderos for working cow horse 
c)        Chin straps narrower than 12.5mm (1/2 inch) 
d)       All of the above 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
 
8)    In reining, which of the following will result in a reduction of two points? 
a)        Holding saddle with either hand 
b)       On walk in patterns, failure to stop or walk before executing a canter departure 
c)        Use of either hand to instil fear or praise 
d)       All of the above 
 
9)    A score of 0 will be given in working cow horse if: 
a)        Exhibitor quits working before the judge blows the whistle 
b)       Failure to complete pattern as given 
c)        Turn tail 
d)       All of above 
 
10)     Optional English equipment: 
a)        Gloves 
b)       English breast plate 
c)        Crops or bats 
d)       All of above 
 
11)      In reining, faults against the horse to be scored accordingly, but not to cause disqualification: 
a)        Opening mouth excessively when wearing a bit 
b)       Refusing to change leads 
c)        Backing sideways 
d)       All of the above 
 
12)      Obvious lameness is: 
a)        Consistently observable at a trot under all circumstances 
b)       Marked nodding, hitching or shorted stride 
c)        Minimal weight bearing in motion and/or at rest and inability to move 
d)       All of the above 
 
13)      Western riding , three point penalty: 
a)        tick or light touch of log 
b)       simple change of leads 
c)        off course 
d)       All of above  
 
The Following Statements are true or false. Mark (T) for True and (F) if False. 
 
14)                  ___  In trail, each obstacle will be scored on the basis of +1 to -1. 
 
15)                  ___  A rollback is a stop and a 360 degree turn over the hocks with no hesitation. 
 
16)                  ___ In pleasure driving classes, 20% of the class will be judged on condition and conformation. 
 
17)                  ___ Knocking over a cone is a disqualification in equitation on the flat. 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
18)                  ___ In pleasure driving , road gait is an extended trot showing a definite lengthening of stride, with a 
noticeable difference in speed. 
 
19)                  ___ In English classes, saddle pads and attachments shall be white or black with no ornamentation. 
 
 
20)                  ___ In English classes, square stock, metal wrapped or polo bits shall be cause for elimination. 
 


